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NEW YORK - Fou Gallery is pleased to announce that the new exhibition Lin Yan: Gateway will be on 

view from December 2, 2017  to January 21, 2018. For this exhibition, Lin creates a total environment 

with ink and Xuan paper (Xuanzhi, or rice paper), representing the architectural elements of the early 20th 

century brownstone apartment of the Fou Gallery. Lin molds the architectural features out of ink and Xuan 
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paper in the parlor room such as foliated moldings surrounding the windows, an embellished radiator, a 

hollowed-out fireplace, ornamental details of the ceiling, and a double door––the gateway to the gallery. 

Sculpted paper paintings will be installed in juxtaposition with this portal and the space’s windows. 

Negative spaces enclosed in these crafted paper become filled with spirituality awakened by natural and 

artificial lights. Lin changes our relationships with ordinary objects and enriches our everyday realities with 

art. The exhibition also presents some of Lin’s recent smaller works. 

  

The relationships between architecture and space and between humans and nature have been recurring 

themes in Lin’s artwork. Rapid modernization and globalization have homogenized cities in the world: 

towering skyscrapers have risen from the ground and gradually spread out from the center of the cities. At 

the same time, Lin sensitively searches for diverse cultural elements in cities, such as remnants of walls 

in the demolished historic courtyard alleys in Beijing, surveillance cameras in the corners of galleries, 

intertwined water pipes in industrial buildings in Hong Kong, and pavement bricks carved with words and 

dates in the old districts of Brooklyn. 

 

Handmade Xuan paper has been traditionally used for Chinese painting and calligraphy. Using crumbled 

layers of hand-made paper with ink, Lin casts daily objects and architectural elements into sculpted paper 

paintings and creates a paradoxical effect of a post-industrial feeling. As Lin suggests: “Xuan paper is 

renowned for its soft, fine textured and translucent quality. Its language resonates with my painterly 

sensation, and passion for space and color. The simple, primitive and imperfect quality of handmade 

paper penetrates one’s heart.” Since 2013, Lin Yan has been doing site-specific installations in public art 

spaces and alternative art spaces, in response to their specific architectural characteristics. Crossing  the 

border between painting and sculpture, she activates various spaces by hanging works from the ceiling, 

placing them on the floor or incorporating them into the architectural elements. By changing the 

relationship between people and ordinary spaces she makes their formal function appear. 

 

The apparently straightforward title of the exhibition, Gateway, indicates the gate and windows molded 

from Xuan paper and the pathway in between and implies everyday wisdom and philosophy. In Chinese 

proverbs, the word “gateway” refers to approaches and procedures for accomplishing a mission, usually 

indicating wisdoms learned from everyday experience. Various English versions of Tao Te Ching (D. C. 

Lau, 1963; Tam C. Gibbs, 1981; John R. Leebrick, 1980) use the word “gateway” to indicate the pathway 

of the Essential and the approach to all indescribable marvels. Similarly, Lin’s art is rooted in her 

encounters with daily life, but transcends the reality with multiple layers of interpretation, including respect 

towards traditional culture, the mourning of cultural breakage, concern about environmental devastation, 
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and the response to drastic social changes. Combining the physical texture of the gate and the abstract 

vision of the pathway, Lin encompasses a gateway of the wonderful essence in arts and life.  

 

*A 100-edition artist book and a digital catalogue with an essay by Echo He will accompany the exhibition. 

Catalogue Design: Tianxing Wan; English Translation: Yan Yu. Available on Fou Gallery’s website. 

 

Lin Yan (b. 1961, Beijing) After graduating from The Central Academy of Fine Arts, Lin pursued further 

studies at L'École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts in Paris in 1985. Then she obtained her M.A. 

from Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (1989). In 1993, she moved to New York and since 

then lives and works in New York. Lin’s work has been included in over 80 museum and gallery 

exhibitions worldwide, including Museum of the Chinese in America (New York), The National Art 

Museum in China (Beijing), White Rabbit Gallery (Sydney) and the Dresden State Art Collection in 

Germany. Her work is included in the permanent collections of many public institutions such as Brooklyn 

Art Museum (New York), Chengdu Contemporary Art Museum, Deutsche Bank Art Corporate Citizenship 

(New York), Museum of Central Academy of Fine Arts (Beijing), National Museum of China (Beijing), 

Long Museum (Shanghai), and White Rabbit Gallery (Sydney), etc. Her recent exhibitions include: Lin 

Yan, Eslite Gallery, Taipei (2016); Lin Yan, Wei Jia: A Garden Window, Kwai Fung Hin Gallery, Hong 

Kong (2015); Lin Yan: Beyond Xuan, Officina, Brussels (2014). Lin Yan: Gateway (2017) is her second 

solo exhibition at Fou Gallery. 

 

Fou Gallery is an apartment gallery and creative lab based in New York. Fou is dedicated to promoting 

creative talents and projects of our time. As suggested by its name, Fou is both a denial of the 

mainstream commercial gallery model and an active contributor to a new organic art community. With the 

belief that the enjoyment of art is an essential part of everyday life, Fou offers a vibrant, inspirational 

selection of original works in art and design. Website: www.fougallery.com 

 

For more information or 中文信息, please refer to: http://www.fougallery.com/exhibitions/ 
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Images for Press Use 媒体可用图片 

 

Lin Yan at studio, with work Gateway, casted 

from the gate of a classic Brooklyn brownstone. 

Gateway, 122 x 48 in., Xuan paper and ink, 

2017. Photograph by Eugene Neduv ©2017 Lin 

Yan, courtesy Fou Gallery. 

Lin Yan, Drizzling #4, 12 x 12 x 2 in., Xuan 

paper and ink on sheetrock board, 2017. ©2017 

Lin Yan, courtesy Fou Gallery. 
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Recent Exhibitions and Projects of Lin Yan 

 

1.Sky Project 天 

 

Site-specific installation Sky was created separately in Yuan Art Museum (Beijing), Tenri Culture Institute 

(New York), Fou Gallery (New York), Kwai Fung Hin Gallery (Hong Kong), Eslite Gallery (Taipie) and 

White Rabbit Gallery (Sydney) during a 3-year period (2014–2017). The project explores human impact 

on the environment, especially the epic-scale air pollution in Beijing. Sky 2 is now in the permanent 

collection of White Rabbit Gallery. Below are the installation views of the work at White Rabbit Gallery’s 

exhibition Dark Matters. READ review by Louise Guest 

Related Exhibition:  

The Dark Matters, White Rabbit Gallery, Sydney, March 8–July 30, 2017. 

Lin Yan, Eslite Gallery, Taipei, April 9–May 8, 2016. (Brochure) 

Lin Yan & Wei Jia: A Garden Window, Kwai Fung Hin Gallery, Central, Hong Kong, November 

16–December 15, 2015. (Catalogue) 

Lin Yan: Beyond Xuan, Officina, Brussels, November 14–December 14, 2014.  (Catalogue) 

Lin Yan: Dispelling the Clouds, Tenri Culture Institute, New York, February 15–March 13, 2014. 

Lin Yan: Paperweight, Fou Gallery, New York, February 28–March 21, 2014. 

New York Beijing, Here There, Yuan Art Museum, Beijing, October 24–November 5, 2013. 

 

Lin Yan with her work Sky 2 at White Rabbit Gallery. Photograph by David Roche ©2017 Lin Yan, 

courtesy White Rabbit Gallery, Sydney. 

 

林延与作品“天2”在白兔美术馆. 摄影：David Roche. ©2017 林延，白兔美术馆收藏 
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Lin Yan, Sky 2, 130 x 629.9 x 204.7 in. (330 x 1600 x 520 cm), dimensions variable, Xuan paper and ink, 

2016. ©2017 Lin Yan, courtesy White Rabbit Gallery, Sydney. 

林延，天2，330 x 1600 x 520 cm，尺寸可变，宣纸和墨，2016. ©2017 林延，白兔美术馆收藏 

 

2. Regeneration of Hope 希望重生 

 

The Big Dipper, an asterism consisting of seven bright stars of the constellation Ursa Major. It is 

recognized as a distinct grouping in many cultures. As an important asterism in Chinese astronomy, it is 

often regarded as the symbol for direction. It is known as Bei Dou, the Northern Bushel or Dipper. The 

Chinese names of the seven stars (Tianshu天枢、Tianxuan天璇、Tianji天玑、Tianquan天权、Yuheng玉

衡、Kaiyang开阳、Yaoguang摇光) can be found in ancient Collection of the Apocrypha Chun Qiu Yun 

Dou Shu. Lin Yan started her new series - Regeneration of Hope in various museums in different cities. In 

each location, she creates a site-specific installation named after one star. Dubhe (Tianshu 天枢) was 

created at Yinchuan Museum of Contemporary Art for the group exhibition Crisscrossing East and West: 

The Remaking of Ink Art in Contemporary East Asia. It was named after the first star of The Big Dipper. 

Lin creates an installation hanging in the space with Xuan paper soaked in ink. Dubhe looks like a 

constellation lighten from the back. Named after the second star, Merak (Tianxuan天璇) was created in 
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Jinji Lake Art Museum (Suzhou). Parts of the work was taken from her previous work Fault Layers, with 

Xuan paper cast of trace left by chainsaw on the tree trunk mixed with natural growth rings. Merak 

emphasizes the idea that every part of this work desires to connect with each other and to revive. Phekda 

(Tianji 天玑), named after the third star, will be created at the Wanying Art Museum in Shijiazhuang. For 

the exhibition, Lin Yan designs a maze with crumbled layers of Xuan paper of different textures. When 

people walk through the maze, a narrowed view of sky will reveal through the ceiling windows of the 

space. 

 

Related Exhibitions: 

Useless Value, Wanying Art Museum, Shijiazhuang, China, December 24, 2017–March 17, 2018. 

Loom – Contemporary Art, Jinji Lake Art Museum, Suzhou, China, June 24–August 27, 2017. 

Crisscrossing East and West: The Remaking of Ink Art in Contemporary East Asia, Yinchuan Museum of 

Contemporary Art, Yinchuan, China, June 17–August 20, 2017. 

 

Lin Yan, Dubhe (Tianshu 天枢), site-specific installation, dimensions variable, Xuan paper, ink and string 

light, 2017. ©2017 Lin Yan, courtesy Museum of Contemporary Art Yinchuan, China 

林延，天枢，场域特定装置，尺寸可变，宣纸和墨，2017. ©2017 林延，图片致谢银川当代美术馆 
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